For some years now, the Amsterdam University Library has been entrusted with an age-old, oak cabinet. It is known as the 'Athias Cabinet' (illus. ) and its drawers are filled with unique Hebrew typographical material that was once intensively used by Amsterdam Jewish printers.
Th e name of the Athias Cabinet probably derives from the eighteenthcentury Amsterdam Jewish printer and type founder Abraham ben Raphael Hezekiah Athias (6/-6). He inherited the typographical material from a distant relative, Immanuel ben Joseph Athias (c. 66-), who had also been a printer and type founder in Amsterdam and whose father, the famous printer Joseph ben Abraham Athias (6/-), started a type foundry in 6. Th is material was put up for auction in Amsterdam on  February 6 and Joseph, Jacob and Abraham, the sons of the Jewish printer Solomon Proops, bought the cabinet and its precious contents. Shortly afterwards, they proudly announced their new acquisition in the foreword to their Biblia en dos colunas, hebrayco y español  and in a Yiddish almanac from 6. At that time,
